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A Diplomatic Salto Mortale



Translation Trouble in Berne, 1884–1886
Eva Hemmungs Wirtén

When government representatives from Belgium, France, Germany, Great
Britain, Haiti, Italy, Liberia, Spain, Switzerland, and Tunisia signed the
Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works on September 9, 1886, they instigated a framework for international copyright
relations that remains influential to this day.1 As formative moments go,
however, it proved more than a milestone in legal history. Equally important, the convention marked formal acknowledgment that those invested in
print culture—be they publishers, authors, or readers—were international
by default, and that the texts they published, wrote, and read moved with
ease across national and linguistic borders. Granted, all of this was old
news. The fact that such movements had entered into a phase where their
trajectories from now on required the governance of an international legal
regime, however, was new.
At the end of the nineteenth century, the novel had triumphed, printing technology was sophisticated enough to facilitate large-scale piracy, the
reading public displayed an appetite for foreign works, and European authors and publishers operated in a market Franco Moretti describes as highly uneven. Crystallized around the two narrative superpowers, Great Britain
and France, was a core group of exporting nations and a very large group
of importing ones.2 Consequently, as Sam Ricketson and Jane C. Ginsburg
put it, there were ”considerable gulfs between what may be called the ‘producing’ nations—that is, those nations, such as the French, that were net
exporters of literary and artistic products—and those nations, such as the
Scandinavians, which were ‘users’—that is, net importers—of these products.”3 Against this general backdrop, a small group of Old World diplomats, lawyers, and professors met in Berne during three diplomatic conferences in 1884, 1885, and 1886 with the aim of returning home signatories
of the world’s first multilateral copyright treaty.4 They had a number of
problematic issues to consider, none of which would cause them as much
headache as translation.5 That the author’s exclusive right of translation,
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the author’s right to authorize translations of his or her work as well as the
right of the translator to his or her translation, warranted the label “la question internationale par excellence”6 is not surprising. Translation made new
works out of old. A prerequisite for the continued circulation of texts, it
was the primary vehicle by which authors multiplied their works and, even
more significant, produced new readers. Yet translation was a double-edged
sword, a problem in search of a legal solution. On the one hand, there was
the promise of new markets and readers, but, on the other, there was the
possibility that unless somehow regulated, the transformation into a new
language could result in substandard or even corrupt texts that in extension
alienated the author from his or her work.
The purpose of this essay is to revisit these three diplomatic conferences
in order to engage further with the producer/user infrastructure and the conflicts translation triggered within that matrix. France and Sweden play an
especially important part in this story. As the quotation from Ricketson and
Ginsburg above illustrates, these two nations stood on opposite sides of the
export/import gap, and they arrived in Berne with two incompatible views
concerning the kinds of public interest translation actually served: authors’
or readers’? In the following, I consider this native conflict by way of its link
with three ubiquitous concerns in copyright as well as book history.
First, there is the ability of translation to call into question the very nature of the work. Translation is one of the first instances of transformative
uses of cultural works and their treatment in international copyright, but it
is not the last. Discussions on the legal and cultural ramifications of translation more than a century ago could shed light on how we view the instability
of digital works and their relationship to authors and readers today.
Second, while authors and their relationship to readers have been and
continue to be a primary focus for copyright scholars, translation, a contentious site of authorship and ownership, has not received the same attention.
I am not suggesting that translation has been disregarded by intellectual
property scholars, or that translation studies, “the academic discipline related to the study of the theory and phenomena of translation,”7 has ignored
the question of copyright.8 Rather, I want to emphasize that translation offers a complementary, productive, and still largely unexplored approach to
the authorship/copyright conundrum.
Finally, in her 2008 book, International Copyright Law and Policy, Silke
von Lewinski notes that “it may be worthwhile studying whether the prevalence of the English language has had an impact on the perception of this
field of law, or given rise to a possibly enhanced influence of ‘copyright
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thinking.’”9 Indeed, one can question whether the combined hegemony of
the English language and English law has not led to a powerful producernation storyline where the empire of Anglo-Canadian-Colonial-AustralianAmerican family relations provides an influential model for the narrative
on international copyright history. No doubt this is an oversimplification in
both the linguistic and legal senses, because such hegemony is neither uncontested nor all-encompassing.10 Nonetheless, as conflicts between producers and users continue to this day, knowing more about the rationales of socalled user-nations like Sweden and the strategies and responses deployed by
“minor” languages will add, I hope, to our understanding of international
copyright history, its power relations, and even some of the hegemonic assumptions surrounding its interpretation.

1884
The international legal landscape pre-Berne was far from unregulated. Bilateral treaties—mostly on a regional basis, but also across continents—proliferated. Increasingly, these agreements caused a fragmentation of the legal
landscape running counter to the internationalist ambitions of the time.11
France was the undisputed ruler of the bilateral universe.12 By its unilateral decision in 1852 to grant equal protection to the works of all authors,
regardless of nationality, France seized the moral initiative in a crucial question.13 Extending the right of national treatment to foreign authors without
asking anything in return was the kind of quintessential gesture of cultural
supremacy that secured the French a leading role in the development toward
Berne. Victor Hugo’s keynote speech on the need for an international copyright regime at the Congrès Littéraire Internationale in Paris 1878 and the
subsequent creation of the Association Littéraire et Artistique Internationale
(ALAI) fueled the momentum even further.14 In 1883, the ALAI managed
to convince the Swiss government that time was ripe for a diplomatic conference explicitly focused on creating a Union génerale pour la protection
des droits des auteurs sur leurs œuvres littéraires et artistiques. Their ultimate goal was a treaty on authors’ rights in line with the nineteenth-century
explosion of multilateral treaties, conventions, and agreements.15 The first
such multilateral organization of note, the International Telegraph Union,
had existed since 1865, and the Universal Postal Union since 1874.16
The sixteen delegates welcomed by the Conseil Federal Suisse to the first
diplomatic conference on September 8, 1884, swiftly elected Numa Droz
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chair.17 Swiss minister of commerce and agriculture, Droz had performed
the same duty at the 1883 ALAI congress and would preside again over
the succeeding Berne conferences. Other participants with ties to the ALAI
included the Norwegian representative, Fredrik Baetzmann (an ALAI honorary vice president), and the ALAI president, Louis Ulbach, one of two
French delegates. In terms of influencing this first diplomatic conference
with its agenda, the ALAI had been very successful, and it would continue
to exercise authority when it came to formulating the principles of the convention.18
Tellingly, Numa Droz began his opening statement by crediting the ALAI
for its work so far. He then made two additional comments. First, he acknowledged the validity of the ALAI’s request to the Swiss government that
time had now come for the international diplomatic community to shoulder
the responsibility of securing a multilateral copyright treaty. The ALAI had
in fact transferred the initiative from authors to an elite group of diplomats
and lawyers, a group that, according to a commentator from 1892, “were
better able to tackle the interests of the authors than the authors themselves.”19 If diplomats rather than authors were now in charge of taking the
issue of international copyright further, another change of hands was also
imminent. So far, the French had secured their leadership partly by relying
on Victor Hugo as an emblematic symbol for authors’ rights as well as the
assumed universal applicability of French law and language. They appeared
less interested, however, in shouldering day-to-day responsibility of the
union-to-be. In contrast, one of the virtues of the host country, Switzerland,
was reluctance toward international diplomacy that “made it extremely difficult to establish and justify a Swiss diplomatic service.”20 Curiously, it was
almost as if the absence of such professionals on the international scene
provided a clean slate at home, guaranteeing from 1893 the efficient management of the convention and union by the Bureaux Internationaux Réunis
pour la Protection de la Propriété Intellectuelle (BIRPI).21
“There is hardly any aspect of the law that has such a cosmopolitan
character and that lends itself better to an international codification than the
one we are about to consider,” Droz asserted, and yet he received a brutal
wake-up call to his grandiloquent opening statement.22 The procès-verbaux
notes an avalanche of reservations following his speech: Great Britain went
first, Holland followed, and then Sweden, Norway, and Austria-Hungary;
one after another, the diplomats carefully hedged their presence. Under no
circumstances could they enter into any kind of binding agreement. Their
role in Berne consisted only of listening and reporting back home. Alfred
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Lagerheim, senior official at the Swedish State Department and later foreign
minister, stated that he would take part in the deliberations and the voting
but that he could make absolutely no commitments on part of his government “to whatever it may be.”23 For those who nursed hopes for a more optimistic tone at the outset, the Swedish stance must have been disappointing.
After a brief hour of deliberation, the group ended their meeting.
The discussion resumed the following morning. As they worked their
way through a questionnaire prepared by the German delegation, the delegates faced the critical seventh question: “Should the duration of the exclusive right of translation be equal to the right to the underlying work?
If not, should not this duration be uniformly fixed within the Union as a
whole?”24 Two options were possible. First, there was the ALAI version
from the 1883 conference, which completely assimilated translation into reproduction rights. Alternatively, the Swiss proposal stipulated—in line with
the French—that union authors would have an exclusive right of translation
during the whole duration of the original rights. Probably anticipating the
conflicts that would erupt over what they knew was an unpopular stance,
there was an interesting ancillary parenthesis to the Swiss proposal “(possibly adding ‘if they have made use of this right within a ten year delay.’)”25
Alfred Lagerheim quickly seized the opportunity to clarify his position.
“Sweden,” he explained, “which for the present only provide[s] foreigners with a very limited translation right, would perhaps be predisposed to
favor them more, but in no case could she accept that the exclusive right of
translation would be protected for the same period as the original work.”26
In 1876, when the Swedish Supreme Court weighed in on what the following year was to become the first Swedish copyright law, Lag angående
eganderätt till skrift, they advised against granting translation rights too
liberally.
Such a protection received its importance solely through agreements with foreign nations, and such agreements would provide
the main advantages to the foreigner, while all of the disadvantages
would fall on the Swedish public. For a people whose language is
so small and geographically limited as the Swedish, any restriction
on freedom of translation could not but have a negative impact on
the dissemination of knowledge and education. The need for such
a people to complete its own literature by translations of the better
works from abroad is infinitely greater than what it is for people
with a widespread language and considerably richer literature than
the Swedish. On the one hand, one could fear that foreign authors
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would regularly ask for such exorbitant fees for the rights to publish their works in Swedish translation that our domestic literature
during this term of protection would lack access to many valuable
foreign works, and that, on the other hand, foreign publishers
would generally not extend to Swedish authors the same remuneration for the rights to translate Swedish works.27
Consequently, the principles Lagerheim defended in Berne were anchored in
the experience of a “minor” rather than a “major” language. Classified as
writing in dialects of the same language, Swedish, Danish, and Norwegian
authors received protection against unauthorized translations for five years
in the Scandinavian countries if the translation appeared within two years
of the original publication. An amendment on January 10, 1883, allowed
foreign authors to reserve the right of translation “to one or more named
languages” in order to qualify for the same length of protection.28 Lagerheim’s viewpoint compelled the German delegation to intervene. They now
considered accepting the principle of assimilation, but only under the condition that all other countries did the same. Since there was little prospect of
that happening—Sweden was not alone in its critique—the French request
for an adjournment in the deliberations was accepted.29
On September 17, following six days of discussions, the time had come to
put the question to a vote. Alfred Lagerheim now offered a Swedish counterproposal—reminiscent of the German—but with a set of further qualifications added, including a three-year deadline for the publication of an
authorized translation. The French rebuttal was expected and again suggested revising the text with the aim of securing full assimilation. Referring to the work of the ALAI and the many bilateral agreements signed by
France in support of his line of argument, the French delegate, René Lavollée, became increasingly confrontational. Determined to arrive at complete
assimilation—a principle the French considered the ultimate proof of cosmopolitanism—Lavollée stressed that in the eyes of the French government,
“the right of translation cannot and shall not be considered separate from
the right of reproduction or as a special form of reproduction itself. In addition, in international relations it is almost always translation that is the
standard mode of reproduction.”30
On a superficial level at least, the French appeared to view translation
as nothing more than a mode of direct reproduction. The crux was that the
international author-reader partnership also required the multiplication of
authorship, and when the need for another author—a translator—was a
prerequisite for reaching new readers, the work in question was in danger
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of alienation from the author. Something happened when a text moved from
one language into another, but exactly what was it? Was it reproduction
only, or creation of a new work, or rewriting? The logic of assimilation
relied on a language of conquest and dominance in order to assign definitive control over the work to the author, the only trustworthy guardian of
the work. In French as well as in English, authorization connoted not only
a more general authority but also direct legal sanction.31 A sanction of this
kind was perhaps on Lavollée’s mind when he called attention to what he
considered the undeniable right of authors to protect their works to avoid
the travesty of translation. “On this last point,” he noted, “the interests of
the author merge with those of the public, who need to be assured of the
fidelity of interpretation given to the original work.”32
Alfred Lagerheim, on the other hand, reiterated the familiar Swedish position. He pointed out the specificity of the Scandinavian countries, all in a
process of development but nonetheless ambitious to learn, to “appropriate
the literary productions of the great nations.” Any direct analogy between
authorization and quality was tangential at best, and “one has to take into
account the possibility that even an authorized translation can be bad.”
Therefore, “the public has a right not to be deprived forever of the possibility to get to know the original work in a form that corresponds best to the
thoughts of the author, where the author’s honor cannot but benefit from
the freedom of translation given after a certain period of time.”33
The interchange between France and Sweden illustrates the chasm that
opened up between producer and user attitudes toward translation. On the
one side was the argument for assimilation; on the other, freedom of translation. For the French, the interests of the public and the author went hand in
hand. Only protection and control over the work by the author ensured a
text truthful enough to the original. For Lagerheim, however, the opposite
held true. If the author’s control went so far as to hamper readers’ access,
then the public stood to lose. In the end, this would be detrimental also to
the author’s text, now corrupted by a substandard authorized translation
standing in the way of a superior, but legally questionable, unauthorized
version.
Although the first case tried under the Statute of Anne (1710) did involve
translation and might therefore lend support to its central role in authorship/ownership claims, few nineteenth-century courts had actually considered the question.34 One exception was Stowe v. Thomas (1853), Harriet
Beecher Stowe’s case against the publisher F. W. Thomas’s unauthorized
German translations of Uncle Tom’s Cabin published in Die Freie Presse, a
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Philadelphia newspaper.35 Stowe went to court to defend the translation she
had authorized from Thomas’s competing unauthorized version. However,
as Melissa J. Homestead notes, critical of what they interpreted as Stowe’s
attempts to control the text at the expense of the readers, the German-language press accused the authorized translation of being filled with “entirely un-German expressions, grave language mistakes, or other irrefutable
flaws” on “every page.”36 As Thomas’s lawyer, Charles Goepp, insisted,
Stowe’s sales suffered not from piracy, but because she had relied on a translation that simply had “less genius than ours.”37
While Stowe’s lawyer argued that the “translator is wholly dependent
on that which is the author’s,” and that the author was injured in sales by
a perfect translation and hurt in reputation by a bad,38 Goepp disagreed:
“A translation of a romance . . . depends entirely for its success upon its
individuality, and for that reason, it is original with the translator.”39 As the
translation enhanced the value of the original, no injury had taken place.
Judge Robert C. Grier ruled in favor of Thomas and emphasized, “To call
the translations of an author’s ideas and conceptions into another language,
a copy of his book, would be an abuse of terms, and arbitrary judicial legislation.”40
Another female author, Selma Lagerlöf, Nobel Prize winner in 1909 and
one of the most popular Swedish authors in the United States at the turn of
the century, chose an alternative strategy. She allowed her authorized translators, Jessie Bróchner and Velma Swanston Howard, to work directly with
her manuscripts in order to circumvent pirated editions.41 Her tactic may or
may not have curtailed piracy, but indicated nonetheless that the threat of
unauthorized translation also could function as a creative boost, generating
new collaborative authorship strategies that questioned the limits of both
authorship and ownership.
Although the 1884 conference issued a general vœu in favor, France,
Haiti, and Switzerland were nonetheless defeated in their quest for assimilation. In his closing statement on September 18, Numa Droz concluded
that the conference had achieved almost all of the ALAI’s requests, with the
exception of the most coveted one, the assimilation of translation.42 It was
a close call, but translation had not, as the German delegate, Reichardt, at
one point feared, proved to be a fatal “salto mortale,” undoing the success
of the union.43
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1885
The second diplomatic conference took place almost exactly a year later,
this time including several nations that had not attended the previous meeting. Most notable was the United States, represented by Boyd Winchester,
minister resident and consul general to Switzerland. Winchester would go
on record stating that while the U.S. Congress was not yet ready to commit
fully to an international convention, he believed that his government was
favorably disposed toward the basic principles of the union and that it was
only a matter of time before the United States would fall into line.44 He was
off the mark by more than a century: the United States remained outside the
Berne Convention until March 1, 1989.45
But Winchester was right to suggest that, for quite some time, international copyright had been a matter of interest for both Congress and the
American people.46 Beginning with Henry Clay’s bill in 1837, those in favor
of international copyright spoke of fairness and underlined how cheap imports hurt the chances of developing an American literature and contributed
to the import of “foreign” ideas. Henry Cary’s 1853 Letters on International Copyright epitomized the resistance. Opposed to rewarding authors
(especially foreign) at the expense of domestic printers and publishers, Cary
championed the dissemination of texts to the benefit of the reading public.47
On balance, nineteenth-century American copyright was more protectionist
than internationalist and heavily weighted in favor of the interests of the
publishing industry. Meredith McGill suggests that successful lobbying on
part of the printing trade cannot alone account for the tenacity with which
Congress resisted international copyright. Instead, she interprets the opposition as “strong evidence of an alternate system of value in tension with the
whole notion of authors’ rights.”48 This alternate system rested significantly,
but not exclusively, on a “culture of reprinting.” Although English made the
reprinting culture possible, it is important not to underestimate how crucial
translation was to the dissemination of literature within the United States,
where large immigrant groups depended on access to reading material in a
wealth of other languages. As Colleen Glenney Boggs underscores in reference to the Stowe case, any theory relating the novel to the formation of
an essentially monolingual nation-state underestimates the importance of
translation to the multilingual American reading public at the time.49
British and American authors intensely engaged with transatlantic piracy
and in many cases lobbied for securing U.S. compliance with international
copyright. Dickens issued antipiracy declarations during his American lec-
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ture tour in 1842, which some claim did him and the cause more harm than
good.50 Harriet Beecher Stowe, James Fenimore Cooper, Joseph Conrad,
Mark Twain, and Walt Whitman all took an interest in the promotion of
international copyright.51
When Harriet Beecher Stowe went to court trying to extend her copyright
to include translation, she did so as a well-known and commercially successful author. By effacing those pecuniary interests and presenting herself and
Uncle Tom’s Cabin as vessels of a greater good, she balanced a fine line between claiming and disavowing authorship. Stowe spoke of God, Whitman
of Everyman. Both authors had to navigate the apparent contradiction of
claiming property rights in texts that were, by their own accord, not really
theirs. Whitman’s textual ideologies placed him on a direct collision course
with copyright, and yet he managed both to criticize Dickens’s critique of
the United States while lauding British novelists’ call for international copyright as “wise and righteous.”52 According to Martin T. Buinicki, Whitman
saw copyright as a way of ensuring that piracy did not corrupt his relation
with the reader.53 He was delighted to give his permission for a Russian
translation of Leaves of Grass sent to him in 1891, the year of the U.S. International Copyright Act (commonly known as the Chace Act):
And as my dearest dream is for an internationality of poems and
poets binding the lands of the earth closer than all treaties or diplomacy—As the purpose beneath the rest in my book is such hearty
comradeship for individuals to begin with, and for all the Nations
of the earth as a result—how happy indeed I shall be to get the hearing and emotional contact of the great Russian peoples!54
When copyright deliberations resumed in Berne 1885, however, it would
still be an elite European diplomatic corps that represented the interests of
publishers, authors, and readers.55 Whitman’s utopian individual connection gave way to the Realpolitik of nation-states. When the general discussion began at the second diplomatic conference, Alfred Lagerheim reported
that nothing had changed in the Swedish position. To accept the French
proposal would mean the automatic exclusion of Sweden and Norway from
the union. He addressed himself directly to the French in the hope that they
“would make the reform of the Scandinavian countries’ legislation easier,
and not ask of them a sacrifice that they most likely would be unable to
make,” and he ended his plea by “appealing to the French spirit of broadmindedness and equity.”56
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Negotiations were deadlocked when the discussion resumed the following day. Possibly provoked by French criticism that his earlier position on
assimilation was inconsistent, the German delegate, Reichardt, claimed
that this critique was unfair. If the principle of assimilation had prevailed
it would have meant the exclusion of several nations from the projected
union, and, for Germany, he added, the project as a whole was more important that the principle of complete assimilation. Lavollée quickly retorted
that to resolve this question, the more developed nations had to take the
lead without waiting for others to fall in line.57 Germany continued to seek
consensus. So did the Swiss, who strongly favored the French proposal but,
as hosts, were aware of their responsibility to break the stalemate and reach
a compromise.
The final article 6 in the 1884 Draft Convention contained a number of
detailed requirements. Most important, it gave union authors the exclusive right of translation for ten years after the original date of publication.
“To benefit from this provision, the authorized translation must appear no
later than three years after the original work.”58 France urgently wanted
to remove this caveat, and, just as urgently, Sweden wanted to preserve
it. Although he addressed himself to the entire assembly, Lavollée’s next
statement was clearly intended for Swedish ears: “the delegates from countries where literature is poorly developed and which need to borrow from
producing nations.”59 Freedom of translation was an illusory freedom, he
argued, that could prove damaging for the development of a national literature.
Lagerheim again repeated the basic difference between producer nations
and the Scandinavian countries, which published far more translations than
they provided to other nations. When time came for the vote, Great Britain
offered a counterproposal, which left it up to individual countries to decide
the length of the protection for an authorized translation. Belgium, Sweden,
and Norway seconded the proposal, but all other nations voted against.
Five countries, led by France, cast their votes for full assimilation. Although
the French could not rally enough support for complete assimilation, they
were defeated by one vote only. Sweden was just as unsuccessful, unable to
secure the three-year limitation for an authorized translation by a similarly
narrow margin.60
Lavollée may have lost the battle, but he was convinced that he would
win the war. For the time being he accepted the ten-year protection for
translation in order to secure a more important goal: having Great Britain
sign the Draft Convention.61 Great Britain brought into the union an entire
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empire, an empire where not all dominions viewed Berne in a favorable
light and some even advocated leaving the union.62 Alfred Lagerheim, on
the other hand, had to admit defeat: Sweden and Norway had now made
the maximum number of concessions regarding translation that they were
prepared to make.63

1886 (and beyond)
As a result of what had transpired the year earlier, Sweden and Norway
were absent from Berne during the third and final diplomatic conference
in September 1886. This was not the time for additional confrontation or
further debate but for fine-tuning the results from 1884 and 1885 into an
actual convention. The final article 5 of the 1886 convention stipulated that
union authors had the right to translate themselves or authorize a translation of their works within ten years of the first date of publication in a union
nation. Article 6 protected authorized translations as original works.
In 1891, the ALAI published a brief status report on the failure of the
Scandinavian countries to come into compliance with Berne, written by
Fredrik Baetzmann. The Norwegian representative at the 1884 and 1885
diplomatic conferences, Baetzmann had then been confident that Norwegian adherence was imminent. Now he was forced to conclude that the
Scandinavian countries had not displayed much interest in adapting their
national laws so that they could join the union. Positive signs from Norway
had come to nothing because of a change in government. While Denmark
had showed some interest in a common Scandinavian initiative, Sweden
“seemed to have lost interest in the question.”64 Swedish reticence toward
Berne would be a recurring source of irritation to the official BIRPI organ,
Le Droit d’auteur, which complained in 1892 that “the Swedish attitude”
was “almost expected.”65
That same year, Le Droit d’Auteur reported on the Swedish Supreme
Court’s decision in Rundqvist v. Montan. After what had transpired between
Lagerheim and Lavollée in Berne, it was somewhat ironic that the case concerned the translation of a French book, Léon de Tinseau’s 1890 novel,
Sur le Seuil. Rundqvist had purchased the translation rights from the publisher Calmann-Lévy, but between February 20 and March 31, 1890, Erik
Wilhelm Montan published an unauthorized Swedish translation as installments in Stockholms Dagblad, of which he was editor-in-chief. Rundquist
sued Montan for infringement and asked for damages and a fine calculated
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on every copy sold of the journal. Montan, however, argued that while de
Tinseau had “Droits de reproduction et de traduction réservés” printed
on the title page, he had not expressly mentioned Swedish as one of the
languages for which he reserved this right. Required by Swedish law, both
Svea Hovrätt (the lower court) and the Swedish Supreme Court sided with
Montan.66 An amendment from May 28, 1897, removed the prerequisite to
state the language to secure protection, and all rights reserved became linguistically all-inclusive. However, because the translation had to appear within two years in order to qualify for protection during the following eight,
Sweden remained barred from joining Berne. Successful Swedish authors
who sold well abroad—primarily in Germany—but did not enjoy protection
for their works, soon made their voices heard, and lobbying from publishers
and other invested parties escalated around the turn of the century.67 Still,
not until a new law of July 8, 1904, removed all formal obstacles regarding
translation could Sweden sign the convention. Eight years after Norway and
one year after Denmark, Sweden was no longer “terra clausa in respect to
international protection.”68
The French crowned their long-standing ambition to see translation
completely assimilated into reproduction rights with success at the 1908
Revision Conference in Berlin. This was the development France and the
ALAI had fervently desired for so long, and at least on the surface it was
a complete victory for the expansion of authorial rights. However, for the
continuing history of translation in international copyright, another Berlin
development was even more significant. From 1908, translations were to
be protected as original works without prejudice to the underlying work.
Speaking on behalf of the German hosts, Albert Osterrieth seconded the
need for assimilation and then went on to explain:
In article 6 you will find the proposal to protect translation, whether authorized or unauthorized. If it seems necessary to reserve for
the author the exclusive right of translation, it is not less true that
the simple fact of making a translation is not a blameful or disloyal
action. The translator, who adapts a work in a foreign language to
the genius of his own, creates an individual work still worthy of
protection. If the translation has been made without the authorization of the author, the translator has no right to publish it. But why
give away the unauthorized translation to the author of the original
work, who, by the fact of having his or her rights infringed, has
not acquired any particular merit; why give it away to the public
domain, when the rights of the original will come to an end?69
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Translators—historically relegated to membership in what Emily Apter
terms the “literary proletariat”70—were now for the first time mentioned on
par with authors. Conspicuously absent during the 1884–1886 diplomatic
conferences, translators were even capable of the same kind of “genius” as
the original authors. That the day would come when translators received
legal autonomy must have been the last thing on Stuttgart publisher Robert
Lutz’s mind when he published a brief note in Le Droit d’Auteur on December 15, 1900. Distraught over the lack of understanding and respect showed
by a group “who are mostly women, primarily old school teachers or governesses,” Lutz complained that these translators “have no knowledge of
international arrangements for the protection of literary property or are not
particularly careful to observe them.” Forced to confront two female translators infringing on his rights as publisher, Lutz lamented their disregard for
the law and cared little for the excuses they made, one woman translating
for pocket money and the other, a widow, to support her children. He considered the widow incapable of producing her own unique work (and hence
equally incapable of feeding her own children). She could only trespass on
the work of others by hiding the name of the author and referring to her
translations as “adaptations.”71
Nonetheless, in 1908 this individual emerged as a holder of rights separate from those of the original author. Significantly, these rights were now
even given to the spinsters, widows, and governesses Lutz accused of being
unprofessional and ignorant of (or unwilling to comply with) the international agreements now in place. The Berlin text, paragraph 2 of article 2,
protected translations (together with adaptations, arrangements of music,
and compilations) as “original works, without prejudice to the rights of the
author of the original work.” Separated from their original source, translations fell under the author’s exclusive rights and simultaneously, “without
prejudice,” liberated from it. Read against the stipulation that translation
now gained status as an independent work protectable in its own right,
the convention implemented a paradox. One the one hand, the rights of
the author included translation, but on the other, the translation emerged
as a separate work. This begs Salah Basalamah’s question, “how can the
original remain present within the translation, when the change in language
constitutes a major change in form, and it is the form alone—the expression—which is protected under copyright?”72
From the end of the nineteenth century until today, translation has highlighted the multifaceted legal dimensions associated with the inherent in-
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stability of cultural works, the proliferation of authorship, and the tensions
between major and minor languages, producers and users, and import and
export. Rather than evolving on separate tracks in copyright history, these
crucial elements were intertwined then and continue to be so today.
Translation questions the dichotomy between original and copy. And
when authors face the prospect of a wider dissemination of their work and
the exponential growth of readers in other languages, the stakes are exponentially higher. Reprinting is one thing, translation quite another. The
risk of losing linguistic control over the work provides an even stronger
incentive to emphasize the inherent value of the original source-language
text and the need for a controlled conversion into a faithful target-language
copy. Anxieties regarding the stability of the work coalesced in the question of whom translation really “belonged to”: the author or the reader. In
the United States, Henry Carey thought translation rights belonged to the
public, rather than to the author.73 Alfred Lagerheim expressed a similar
perspective in Berne when he argued that authorized translations could be
detrimental to both authors and readers and that it might be in both their
interests to embrace freedom of translation. Conversely, the French claimed
that to speak for authors is also to speak for readers.
Translation sets in motion a contradictory and ongoing expansion of authorship. Translators, editors, and indexers are now authors, and because
they are, they help destabilize the traditional view of authorship and the fixity of the work. At the same time, they expand the scope of what copyright
protects, which creates as many problems as it solves.74 The most obvious
”author/owner” of all, the translator, remained invisible at the diplomatic
conferences until 1908, when he or she was no longer only a tool for the
original author, but became an independent creator in his or her own right.
At this stage, the translator was often a “she,” autonomous in one respect,
yet resolutely pushed into the background in others.
The disagreement between France and Sweden on the topic of assimilation versus freedom of translation illustrates the investments and expectations of a major language as opposed to that of a minor. As a report to
the French Senate on the successful termination of the convention stated,
“the French produce, the other nations consume,”75 succinctly summarizing the impetus behind the French insistence on assimilation. Articulating
the needs of Sweden, a user-nation, Alfred Lagerheim promoted freedom of
translation as a prerequisite for national welfare and indirectly as a form of
resistance. In that sense the Swedish “culture of translation” resembled the
American “culture of reprinting” described by Meredith McGill. Behind the
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rhetoric of the public interest in the dissemination of knowledge lurked a
protectionist policy favoring printers and publishers. Piracy within the same
language—for instance, in the American-British reprinting culture—was
clearly the site of controversy and conflict. Translation, however, seemed to
generate a set of different and even more acute concerns in the relationship
between authors and readers regarding authorization and control vis-à-vis
the work itself.
The interdependency between old and new works was at the core of the
debate on translation in the diplomatic conferences in Berne and remains
one of the contentious issues in the present framework of copyright and digitization. “Mashing-up,” “taking a digital media file containing any or all of
text, graphics, audio, video and animation drawn from pre-existing sources,
to create a new derivative work,” and “sampling,” “the act of taking a portion, or sample, of one sound recording and reusing it as an instrument or
a different sound recording of a song,” are two cases of “appropriation,”
“the use of borrowed elements in the creation of new work,” an activity
with a long and illustrious history.76 Borrowing, adapting, abridging, translating, appropriating, and even copying—these transformative practices are
historically, linguistically, and legally situated. They have migrated from the
printed page to digital space, but we still struggle with the question of how
to understand the original/copy division, continue to take an interest in authorship and its relationship to ownership, and do so while the conflicts
between developed and developing nations continue to mount in today’s
global negotiations on copyright and intellectual property.
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